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 62x59: This is the standard Tape-Edge needle. It has a twist groove and a long scarf.
Available in sizes #18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 & 25 with Chrome, CS/non-stick, or PD/titanium finishes..

 62x59 CS/HP: This is the standard Tape-Edge needle with a Cool-Sew/HP "non-stick" finish, even inside the eye.
The CS/HP finish reduces residue build-up on the needle, in the groove or in the eye.  This can occur
when sewing coated, glued, synthetic fabrics or with synthetic thread. Significantly alleviates build-up
with FR treated fabrics and threads.  Available in sizes #23, 24 & 25.

 62x59 PD: This is the standard Tape-Edge needle with a long wearing PD/titanium finish.  The PD/tianium-nitride
finish is harder than chrome.  The needle is more resistent to wear. The needle point, eye, and surfaces
will maintain their integrity 3 to 5 times longer than chrome needles.
Available in sizes #23, 24 & 25.

 62x59 DIA PD: This is the standard Tape-edge needle with a Diamond Point for cutting the stitch hole in hard materials
like vinyl and other dense materials. The Diamond Point serves like the point of a nail to ease pentration.
(A longer stitch may be desirable on vinyl and leather).
Available in size #25 with the PD/titanium wear resistent, long wearing finish.

 62x59 SM: For certain circumstances where you feel you need a larger loop, this needle has a modified kick-out
at the bottom of the groove to form a larger loop.
Available in size #24 with Chrome or CS/Cool-Sew finish.

 62x59 SERV2: This needle has a smaller eye to accommodate thinner than usual threads. Maintains proper thread
tension and control on thinner thread.  Includes features of 62x59SM needles, but smaller eye.
Available in size #24 with Chrome, CS/Cool-Sew or PD/titanium finish.

 62x59 SD1 PD: This is the standard Tape-Edge needle with a Round Tri-Tip point for cutting the beginning of the stitch 
hole in hard materials like vinyl.  The SD1 tip cuts about 10% of the stitch hole while the 90% is displaced
by the Round portion of the needle point. You get the benefit of a cutting  point with a smaller stitch hole.
Easier pentration and handsome stitch appearance in vinyl and similar materials.
Available in size #24 with Chrome, PD/titanium, or #25 with PD/titanium finish.

ORGAN needles are available in all types. Call us any time !
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